HEAVY AIRPLAY

DOG FACED HERMANS
NAKED CITY
NEGATIVLAND
VARIOUS
CUL DE SAC
KRÄMER
ROBERT WYATT
SUN RA & HIS MYTH SCIENCE ORCHESTRA
SEBADOH
HECTOR ZAZOU
THE SERPENT POWER
FUZZHEAD
SOUNDTRACK
VARIOUS
SOUNDTRACK
VARIOUS
SAINT ETIENNE
BLIND IDIOT GOD
PERE UBU
NICKY SKOPELITIS
THE BEACH BOYS
VARIOUS
PAVEMENT
FLAT DUO JETS
STEREO LAB
DAEVID ALLEN & KRÄMER
MISSISSIPPI STATE PENITENTIARY
VARTTINA
NEW COLONY SIX
DIGABLE PLANETS
ANGELIQUE IMPATOS
BURENE WORKRELL
MUZIKAS
GIANT SAND
TARIKA SAMMY
SMACK DAB
DOLLAR BRAND
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
ALIO DIE
LIKA HUSK
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
THE HONEYS
VARIOUS
ZUSAAN KALI FASEAUK
KATYNA RAJANRINI/NINO KOTA
VARIOUS
WAR
TEX RITTER
VARIOUS
D'GARY
LASO HALO
VARIOUS
BUTTHOLE SURFERS
THE FALL
MAX ROACH
THE LEGENDARY PINK DOTS
LEE "SCRATCH" PERRY
PENELLOPE HOUSTON
AMERICAN MUSIC CLUB
THELONIOUS MONK
HANK WILLIAMS
VARIOUS
DUB SYNDICATE
SHRIMP BOAT
WILSON PUCKETT
THE MOON SEVEN TIMES
VERTINSKY
ANOUAR BAHRAM
ANTHONY COLEMAN

HUM OF LIFE
GRAND GUIGNOL
FREE
LAS VEGAS GRIND VOL. 4
ECM
THE GUILTY TRIP
A SHORT BREAK
COSMIC TONES ... & ART FORMS
BUBBLE & SCRAPE
SAHARA BLUE
THE SERPENT POWER
LSD

BRAZIL
MAKING LOSERS HAPPY
SO TOUGH
CYCLOTRON
STORY OF MY LIFE
EKSTASIS
TODAY & SUMMER DAYS & ...
PAY IT ALL BACK VOL. 4
WESTING BY MUSKET AND SEXTANT
SAFARI
SPACE AGE BATCHELOR PAD MUSIC
WHO'S AFRAID
NEGRO PRISON BLUES & SONGS
SELENKO
COLONIZED
REACHIN' "A NEW REPUTATION"
O EROTAS
BLACKTRONIC SCIENCE
LOST JEWISH MUSIC ...
CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE
PANAFODI
QUEEN CRAB
AFRICAN SPACE PROGRAM
AERIAL #5
ENGLISH FREAK BEAT VOL. 5
UNDER AN HOLY RITUAL
RETURN OF RED EMAA
SIERRA LEONE MUSIQUES TRAD.
THE ROCKIN' 40S
THE HONEYS
WAJ! MAN WAIL
INSTRUMENTS
PROPHECY
FELLINI'S MOVIE SONGS
HANK WILLIAMS SONGBOOK
WAR
TEX RITTER COLLECTOR SERIES
FUNKY STUFF
MALAGASY GUITAR
LASO HALO
TEENAGE KICKS
INDEPENDENT WORM SALOON
B SIDES
PERCUSSION BITTER SWEET
MALACHI PART 2
SOUNDZS FROM THE HOT LINE
THE WHOLE WORLD
MERCURY
UNDERGROUND
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS SHOWS
RACING TEENS VOL. 2
LIVE
CAVALLE
VERY BEST OF WILSON PUCKETT
THE MOON SEVEN TIMES
VERTINSKY
CONTRE DE L'INCRROYABLE AMOUR
DISCO BY NIGHT

KONKURREL
AVANT
SEELAND
STRIP
NORTHEASTERN
SHIMMY DISC
VOICEPRINT
EVIDENCE
SUBPOP
MADE TO MEASURE
VANGUARD
TWISTED VILLAGE
LILIAN
XFRESSWAY
WARNER BROS.
AVANT
IMAGO
AXIOM
CAPITOL
ON-U
DRAG CITY
NORTON
TOO PURE
SIREN DISC
LEGACY INTL.
GREEN LINFET
RHINO
PENDULUM
AVUIDIS
GRAMAVISION
HANNIBAL
AMAZING BLACK SAND
GREEN LINFET
HOMEHEAD
ENJA
NONSEQUITOR
AIP
PROJEKT
SHIMMY DISC
OCORA
HOY HOY
CAPITOL
SUNDAZED
HANNIBAL
FLYING NOTE
NIRIAN
COLUMBIA
AVENUE
CAPITOL
MERCURY
SHANACHIE
LASO HALO
RHINO
CAPITOL
BEGORAH'S BANQUET
IMPULSE
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
HEARBEAT
HEARBEAT
HEARBEAT
COLUMBIA
MERCURY
NORTON
ON-U
BAR NONE
ATLANTIC
THIRD MIND
LE CHANT DU MONDE
ECM
AVANT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDIUM AIRPLAY CONT'D</th>
<th>SHIMA SHOKA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKI TAKASE</td>
<td>WILLIAM KRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM KRAFT</td>
<td>GOODBYE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE MORGAN</td>
<td>BILL FOR SHORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRY MORROW</td>
<td>FOR THE BEAUTY OF WYNONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIEL LANOIS</td>
<td>THE FIRST DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMMONS &amp; LEWIS</td>
<td>VOL. 1: HIS FIRST RECORDINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL JOLSON</td>
<td>SEXY PIE STORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWS</td>
<td>CRUCIFIED LOVERS IN WOMAN HELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLESH EATERS</td>
<td>FIGURES OF SPEECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLERY ESKELIN</td>
<td>DURAN DURAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEIL / RICHARD / SIMON ....</td>
<td>ZITHER GOES WEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTH WELCHME</td>
<td>NOWA ALEKSIANDRIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIEKIERA</td>
<td>RAGAS AND SAGAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN GARbarek / ALI KHAN</td>
<td>VOL. 1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELA KANDOME KUTI</td>
<td>YANKEES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY / LEWIS / ZORN</td>
<td>I BELIEVE IN THE OLD TIME WAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADITIONAL GRASS</td>
<td>A PRAYER BEFORE DAWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHAROAH SANDERS</td>
<td>ALLIGATOR 20TH ANNIV. TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIOUS</td>
<td>FRIEND OF MINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL MORRISSEY &amp; GREG BROWN</td>
<td>A BIGGER PIECE OF SKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT EARL KEEN</td>
<td>SPASM SMASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUMANS WATER</td>
<td>BODY AND SOUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHIE SHEPP &amp; RICHARD DAVIS</td>
<td>DEAL WITH IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORILLA</td>
<td>BONSA MAGIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUIZ BONFA</td>
<td>HEAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| HIS NAME IS ALIVE | MOUTH BY MOUTH |
| EUGENE CHABDOURNE | CHAIDBOURNE BAPTIST CHURCH |
| SHAKING RAY LEVIS | FALSE PROPHETS OR DANG GOOD |
| FRANK LOWE | BLACK BIKIES |
| PANLOGO PARTY WITH OBODAE | PANLOGO PARTY WITH OBODAE |
| JIM O ROURKE | REMOVE THE NEED |
| VARIOUS | BLUES MASTERS VOL. 4 HARMONICA |
| ATAHUALPA YUPANQUI | DON ARA |
| JOHN CAGE | CONCERT FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTR |
| ELLEN FULMAN | BODY MUSIC |
| VARIOUS | PEOPLE GET READY |
| BILL WARE & CLUB BIRD ALL-STAR | LONG AND SKINNY |
| JUKE BOY BONNER | LIFE GAVE ME A DIRTY DEAL |
| TEMPTATIONS | HUM ALONG & DANCE |
| VARIOUS | SYRIE MUEZINNS D'ALEP |
| FRANK BLACK | FRANK SUNDAY SONGS |
| RICHEE BEIRACH | TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE |
| LARRY WILLIAMS / JOHNNY WATSON | TAKE THIS RIDE |
| MOVING TARGETS | FAT SOUND |
| BAD MANNERS | THE OPEN DOOR |
| SEAN NUA | STONE CRAZY |
| SCREAMIN' JAY HAWKINS | MUSIC AT MATT MOLLOYS |
| MATT MOLLOY AND FRIENDS | IN A PURY |
| THE M-80'S | CLINCHER |
| TAR | EARTH SONG |
| MARY HOPKIN | TABLES SONGS OF GEORGIA |
| TINNANDILA CHOR | SUDE |
| SCREAMIN' JAY HAWKINS | NEW AFRICA VOL. 1 |
| MATT MOLLOY AND FRIENDS | ART BLAKEY IN SWEDEN |
| THE M-80'S | OCCASION TO RISE |
| TAR | MICHAEL GRASSMAN QUARTET |
| MARY HOPKIN | ZYDECO DYNAMITE / ANTHOLOGY |
| CLIFTON CHENER | ON THE AIR 1937 - 1938 |
| BENNY GOODMAN | TOWARD THE NIGHT |
| SOME SATOH | LOVE GOD |
| MILK CULT | TEMPLE SAMPLER |
| VARIOUS | DEANTA |
| DEANTA | WATCH YOUR STEP |
| 29TH ST. SAX QUARTET | AQUA VELVETS |
| AQUA VELVETS | CHRIS ISAAC |
| CHRIS ISAAC | CHRIS FAGAN |
| MARTINHO DA VILA | MARTINHO DA VILA |
| YURI KASPAROV | RUN DMC |
| WIPERS | STROBE |

| LIGHT AIRPLAY | THE WEEKKILLERS DAUGHTER |
| JOHN & MARY | PAIN MAKES YOU BEAUTIFUL |
| JUDY BATS | RADIO YEARS VOL. 2 |
| SPIKE JONES | SOMETHINGS |
| JACK BRUCE | GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH |
| KATY MOFFAT | VOYAGER 1 |
| VERVE | ENTERTAINING FRIENDS |
| BUZZCOCKS | THE BEST OF FLO & EDDIE |
| FLO & EDDIE | LIGHT'S BROKEN SPEECH REVIVED |
| JIM AIRIN | ENJA |
| | CRI |
| | BLUE NOTE |
| | GANG OF SEVEN |
| | WARNER BROS. |
| | BLUE NOTE |
| | STASH |
| | AMPHETAMINE REPTILE |
| | SISL |
| | SOUL NOTE |
| | FORCED EXPOSURE |
| | CAPITOL |
| | SONIC |
| | ECM |
| | CELLULOID |
| | CELLULOID |
| | REFRIGERATOR |
| | EVIDENCE |
| | ALLIGATOR |
| | PHILO |
| | SUGAR HILL |
| | HOMESTEAD |
| | ENJA |
| | THRILL JOCKEY |
| | MILESTONE |
| | VOROX |
| | 4AD |
| | DELTA |
| | SRLS |
| | ESP |
| | LYRICORD |
| | EXTREME |
| | RHINO |
| | TROPICAL |
| | WERGO |
| | EXPERIMENTAL INTERMEDIA |
| | SHANACHE |
| | KNITTING FACTORY |
| | ARJOLIE |
| | RHINO |
| | OCORA |
| | ELECTRA |
| | BLUE NOTE |
| | COLUMBIA / |
| | TAANG |
| | TRIPLE X |
| | SHANACHE |
| | BIZARRE / STRAIGHT |
| | REAL WORLD |
| | GET HIP |
| | TOUCH AND GO |
| | CAPITOL |
| | REAL WORLD |
| | NUDE |
| | CELLULOID |
| | EVIDENCE |
| | EVIDENCE |
| | UNIT |
| | RHINO |
| | COLUMBIA |
| | NEW ALBION |
| | TUPELO |
| | TEMPLE |
| | GREEN LINNET |
| | ANTILLES |
| | RIPTIDE |
| | REFRIGERATOR |
| | OPEN MINDS |
| | TROPICAL |
| | LE CHANT DU MONSEDE |
| | SUBPOP |
| | MOTIVE |
| | PROFILE |
| | BIG CAT |
| | CHAPMAN |
| | RYKO DISC |
| | SIRE |
| | RHINO |
| | CMP |
| | PHILO |
| | JOLLY ROGER 2 |
| | IRS |
| | RHINO |
| | LINDEN |
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONT'D
THE NEW DUNCAN IMPERIALS
NEW FAST AUTOMATIC DAFFODILS
VARIOUS
KURT WEILL
RAP
ELLIS PAUL
BRIAN HEALY
LUSCIOUS JACKSON
MARK O'CONNOR
RICH KID ON LSD
BURNING SPEAR
BUTTSTEAK
TRIBAL VOICE
GUMBALL
JOHNSON MOUNTAIN BOYS
DANIELA
VARIOUS
LARRY CORDELL
SLEEPYHEAD
SLEEP ON DRUGS
JAH MESSENGERS
MONSTER MAGNET
VARIOUS
JIM HUNTER
ALVIN QUEEN QUINTET
NICOLAS SIMON GROUP
JAMES BROWN
SWELL
KING CASS STEELIE
RINDE ECKERT
SPRAWL
FRANK CORRALES
ORKEST DE VOLHARDING
SHARKBAIT
BOBBY WATSON
SATANICS
YELLOWGRASS
SPRINGHOUSE
GRANT LEE BUFFALO
PRAYER TOWER
RZEWUSKI / HARBISON
MULE
PETE MORTON
CHURCH
MARTY COOK GROUP
CARL B. MOXIE & C. ADDISON
RASTA RAFIKI
WILLIE WISELY TRIO
VARIOUS
ORPHAN DEMIR PROJECT
Z - BO - MAN
ETHYL MEATFLOW
VARIOUS
JOHN SEBASTIAN
BLACK 47
BABE THE BLUE OX
IANITOR JOE
BARRY & HOLLY TASHIAN
BULLHEAD
DOLORES KEANE
BREATLESS
LEGENDA
PIERI
DREAMSCAPE
JOHN HICKS
MAURICE JOHN VAUGHN
BYTHER SMITH
VARIOUS
SPARKEY & RHONDA RUCKER
DAZZLING KILLMEN
CHRISTIAN DEATH
AMOEBA
STRANGE BOUTIQUE
SIMON NABATIOVOV TRIO
JOHNNY CLEG & SAVUKA
ROBBIE O'CONNELL
MURRAY ATTAWAY
GOLDEN BOUGH
SHAKIN' APSTLES
ANDREW IMBIE
DAVID AMRAM QUARTET
BOB GELDOF
CANDY MACHINE
COLD WATER FLAT
THE CRANBERRIES
LOSERVILLE
BODY EXIT MIND
STRAIGHT OUT OF IRELAND
DIE DREIGROSCHENOPER (3 PENNY)
ODE TO A TRACTOR
SAY SOMETHING
DEVILS ANGELS & SAINTS
IN SEARCH OF MANNY
MARKOLOGY
ROCK AND ROLL NIGHTMARE
WORLD SHOULD KNOW
SHIT ... COOL IT ’S THE ...
SALVATION MACHINE
SUPER TASTY
BLUE DIAMOND
MERCURY
NEW AFRICA VOL. 3
BOLEROS
PUSH ROCK CITY USA
MOTORBIKE / MARYJANE
REGGAE TIME
SUPERJUDDIE
CAPTAIN OF YOUR SHIP
FINGERNAIL MOON
I'M BACK
BLACK SEA
UNIVERSAL JAMES
ROCK TO THINK
KING CASS STEELIE
FINDING MY WAY HOME
MAN WITH THE YELLOW HAT
BORDER SPICE
1972 - 1992 TRÆKTEDEN
CRUSHITS
TAILOR MADE
SPEAK OF THE DEVIL
RECKON ON TOP
POSTCARDS FROM THE ARCTIC
FUZZY
HALO
SONG AND DANCE
MULE
MAD WORLD BLUES
YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN
BORDERLINES
LET THE MUSIC BE
Cousins
RAINCAN
SLAM JAM
HOT CARGO
ANYTHING EVERYWHERE
HAPPY DAYS, SWEETHEART
LIVE AT THE KNITTING FACTORY 5
TAR BEACH
FIRE OF FREEDOM
BOX
BIG METAL BIRDS
READY FOR LOVE
PLUNK
SOLID GROUND
BETWEEN HAPPINESS & HEARTACHE
ARMIA
PIERI
CRADLE
IN CONCERT
IN THE SHADOW OF THE CITY
I'M A MAD MAN
BULLSEYE BLUES
BLUE TOUR IN BLACK & WHITE
DIG OUT THE SWITCH
THE PATH OF SORROWS
EYE CATCHING
CHARM
TOUGH CUSTOMER
HEAT, DUST & DREAMS
NEVER LEARNED TO DANCE
IN THRALL
KIDS AT HEART
SHAKIN' APSTLES
ANDREW IMBIE
LIVE AT MUSICFEST
THE HAPPY CLUB
MUSIC
LISTEN UP
EVERYBODY ELSE IS DOING IT...
PRAVDA
MUTE
SCOTTI BROS.
CBS
DAY EIGHT MUSIC
BLACK WOLF
EDEN
GRAND ROYAL
ROUNDER
ETHIOPH
HEARTBEAT
MERKIN
MERKIN
COLUMBIA
ROUNDER
CELLULOID
CELLULOID
EVIDENCE
SLUMBERLAND
SMASH
HEARTBEAT
A & M
SHANACHIE
FLYING FISH
NILVA
TUTU
SCOTTI BROS.
DEF AMERICA
RAW ENERGY
DIW
RASTAMAN WORK ETHIC
TALKING TACO
CMN
PRIMITECH
COLUMBIA
LIMITED POTENTIAL
POW WOW
CAROLINE
SLASH
THIRD MIND
NONEUCH
QUARTERSTICK
GREEN LINNET
ALLIED
TUTU
CICE
RASTA RAFIKI
WILLIE WISELY TRIO
CBA
HITTITE
BREDLICK
DALI
KNITTING FACTORY
SHANACHIE
SEK
HOMESTEAD
AMPHETAMINE REPTILE
ROUNDER
SONIC BUBBLEGUM
SHANACHIE
TERRE VOSSA
POLISH HARDCORE
POLSKIE NAGRANIA
LA DI DA PRODUCTIONS
EVIDENCE
ALLIGATOR
BULLSEYE
BULLSEYE
FLYING FISH
REVOLVER
CLEOPATRA
AMOEBA
BEDAZZLED
ENIGMA
EMI
GREEN LINNET
DGC
ARC
BAK
CRI
NEW CHAMBER MUSIC
POLYDOR
SKELE
SONIC BUBBLEGUM
ISLAND
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SINGLES
SEBADOH
HYMN
PARK ISLAND SENSATION
ICE CUBE
RUDRER
ELECTRIC JUJIBAN
SIR ALICK AND THE PHASER
WOLVERTON BROTHERS
ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
DIGABLE PLANETS
WYNYONA RIDERS
EGOS / JONNY COHEN
GATE
ZIP CODE RAPISTS
TULNAMI
SEAM
GOD IS MY CO-PILOT
JALAL
SUPREME DICKS
ROUGH HOUSE SURVIVORS
COCK
FURTHER
VARIOUS
NATIVE NON
SIDDAL
HOLE
FORD
SEA MONKEYS
VARIOUS
FITZ OF DEPRESSION
FRUITCAKE
TIGER TRAP
ULTRAMARINE
DENTISTS
MR. T EXPERIENCE
ALICE DONUT
D. O. A.
YO YO
SUTURE
DAZZLING KILLMEN
MUFFS
PIPPERS
NEOLITHIC
KATIEL KEDIE
FASTBACKS
ACE T & HINDENBURG GROUND CREW
THE CYNICS
ONE SPOT FRINGEHEAD
ANUETTE
MEDICINE
PALE GREEN SYNDROME
PRIMUS
SUGARSHOCK
CIRCLE X
VARIOUS
MAN OR ASTROMAN
LUNA
GRUNTRACK
SONIC YOUTH
VIC CHESHUNT
THINGS THAT FALL DOWN
HUM
THE MCTELLS
FRAMPTON BROTHERS
CODEINE / COCTAILS
BAND OF SUSANS
RUN DMC
SUPER CAT
EAST RIVER PIPE
MOVIE LOVE
LIGHTER SHADE OF BROWN
BIOSHARZARD
GO TO BLAZES
CHASE BORE
ARSON GARDEN
LOUDSPEAKER
THE PRODIGY
PAPA'S CULTURE
SHABBA RANKS
COUP
TREEHOUSE
GETO BOYS

SOUL AND FIRE
SYBIL EP
OHIO RIVER BOAT SONG
LEE HAYWARD WAS A FRIEND
2 SISTERS
EDIE IS A SWEET CANDY
IT WAS A GOOD DAY
MILLION LIGHTS
ELECTRIC JUJIBAN
IN SEARCH OF THE PERFECT BABY
MY ASSASSIN
PIGEON EATER
WHERE I'M FROM
SEND THE CLOWNS
ROLL AWAY / CHRISTMAS TREES
SUNSHINE
MAN CAN'T BUST OUR MUSIC
IN A NAME
KERNAL
JACKALOPE HUNTING
MANKIND
COUNTRY OF NUNS
ROUGH HOUSE
ANN B. DAVIS
BEAUTIFUL FEELING
FUCK YOU SPACEMAN
ANSWERS
FROZEN GARDEN
BEAUTIFUL SON
VICODIN/PRIMARY FILTRATION
BAD EYEBALL
EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEMS V2
PIUS BUTT
PATTY LANE
SUPERCRUSH
NIGHTFALL IN SWEETLEAF EP
CHARMS AND THE GIRL
GUN CRAZY
MEDICATION
IT'S NOT UNUSUAL
I'M WITH MY CREWIN'
GOOD GIRL
MEDICINE ME
BIG MOUTH
ASHTRAY
BANANA
HESTIA
GONE TO THE MOON
HORSE'S ARMS
RIGHT HERE WITH YOU
WISH
I'LL ALWAYS BE THERE FOR YOU
COME HERE TO DRINK MILK
YOU WANNA BE REAL
PORTRAYAL
IT WAS BEAUTIFUL AND PEOPLE
MILLIONS
NEVER MIND THE MOLLUSCS
ERIC ESTRITICA
SLIDE
CRIZZY LOVE
WHORE'S MOANING
WATCHING THE SLEEPING MAN
HEY JOE
SUNDRESS
CLEAN
LIKE AN OLIVER STONE
IDES / WORKING HOLIDAY
MOON SWING
DOWN WITH THE KING
DOLLY MY BABY
MAKE A DEAL WITH THE CITY
BORN TO B.E.B.E.D.
CHECK IT OUT
PUNISHMENT
BAD CUP OF COFFEE
THROATS TO HIT
DRINK A DRINK OF YOU
KNOCKOUT
WIND IT UP
SHADES OF BLACK
WHAT THE HELL DO YOU
NOT YET FREE
AUGUST 26TH
CROOKED OFFICER

SUBPOP
18 WHEELER
DRAG CITY
CARNAIGE
SCAT
GASA TANKA
PRIORITY
MERGE
DISORDINATIONS
A LES INCROYABLES
SUBPOP
MERGE
PENDULUM
INVENTION
SIMPLE MACHINES
TWISTED VILLAGE
ECTOPLASM
SIMPLE MACHINES
TRASH FLOW / T & G
DARK BELOVED CLOUD
ON-U
FUNNY MUSHROOM
COMBAT
BOLT
NO GUFF
SYEN - ERIK GEDDES
GERN BLANDSTEN
BEDAZZLED
CITY SLANG
SYMPATHY FOR ...
DIONYSUS
ALLIED
BLATANT
SKIN GRAFT
K
DALI
INDEPENDENT PROJECT
LOOKOUT!
ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES
ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES
EAST / WEST
DISCHORD
SKIN GRAFT
SYMPATHY
MERGE
SUGARFROST
SOL
SUBPOP
ACTION BOX
GET HIP
MERKIN
LUKE
CREATION
SLUTISH RECORDINGS
PRAWN SONG
THRILL JOCKEY
AMERICAN GOTHIC
SUBPOP
HOMO HABILIS
ELEKTRA
ROADRUNNER
DEC
TEXAS HOTEL
SONIC NOISE
MUD
K
BOGUS
SIMPLE MACHINES
SING FAT
PROFILE
COLUMBIA
HELL GATE
WARNER BROS.
PUMP
ROADRUNNER
GET HIP
AMPHETAMINE REPTILE
VERITAS
SYMPATHY FOR ...
ELEKTRA
ELEKTRA
EPIC
WILD PITCH
BLATANT
RAP-A-LOT